STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE – MEETING SNAPSHOT

Here’s a brief overview of the key decisions made and matters discussed by the Student Representative Committee (SRC) on 25 July 2019.

Overview
The full minutes of this meeting will also be on the website once they are ratified at the next meeting of the SRC (this will be held on 26 August 2019). The minutes are the formal record of the decisions made by the SRC, but the outline below gives you an overview of the important issues dealt with at the latest meeting.

Decisions made by the SRC
The SRC made the following decisions:

- **Funding for Walanga Muru Exchange Program**: The SRC supported Walanga Muru’s partnership with the University of Victoria, Vancouver Island by contributing $6,000 for two students to complete an exchange program abroad in 2019 and, in principle, supported this initiative in 2020;

- **Better Lighting on Campus**: The SRC committed up to $12,000 to assist Property with the installation of lights in key locations around campus, subject to the brightness of the proposed LED lights being appropriate for safety;

- **R U OK? Day**: the SRC provided $1,000 for R U OK? Day merchandise and delegated the SRC Mental Health Working Group to organise the event;

- **SRC Postgraduate Conference Grant’s Approval Process**: The SRC approved changes made to the application form that further clarify the eligibility of applications.

- **Proposed 2020 SRC Schedule of Work and Budget Overview**: The SRC approved the proposed 2020 SRC schedule of work and budget overview for distribution to the Student Experience Committee (SEC) and publication as part of the minutes for public consumption.

- **Funding Applications**: The SRC approved the following grant applications:
  - Macquarie University Medicine Society (MUMS) - $2,000 for MedBall; and
  - Harry Potter Society - $1,500 for the Harry Potter themed society ball.

Other Matters
SRC also noted:

- presentation from the Property in relation to the Central Courtyard Learning and Teaching Committee;
- updates from the SRC Spokesperson, University Council and SEC;
- SRC and Postgraduate Fund June 2019 expenditure reports;
- 2019 SRC reporting requirements to the SEC; and
- elections results for SRC Subcommittees’ Chairs.